Using the Units of Study for Teaching Reading (K-5)
a Summer Online Overview to Reading Workshop
with Beth Moore
Target Audience: K-5 Teachers, teachers who are newer to writing/reading
workshop and will be using Reading Workshop and who have access to one
complete grade level boxed set from the series Units of Study for Teaching
Reading by Lucy Calkins et al (2015, Heinemann), including the
accompanying trade book pack.

Dates:
July 1 – Sept.30, 2019

This course will be devoted to studying, planning for, and practicing various
methods of reading instruction. Methods covered in this course will include:
 interactive read-aloud,
 explicit strategy instruction,
 independent reading,
 guided reading,
 shared reading, and
 phonics/word study.
These will be learned through a combination of related readings, video clips,
analyzing samples of student work, and a range of other engaging online
resources.
The course is designed to be self-paced, allowing participants to work on
sessions as schedules allow across the summer. Informal, formative
assessments are embedded into each session. A companion summer online
course to Writing Workshop with Beth Moore is running concurrently and
should be registered for separately.

Location:
Online at EDU 2.0
Cost:
CVEDC Members:
$540 w/out credit
$800 w/grad credit*
Non-Members:
$640/$900*
*includes 2 grad credits
from St. Michael’s
Note: Books not
included, but access
needed to take course.

Beth Moore coauthored two of the books within the series Units of Study for Teaching
Reading, and the Units of Study for Teaching Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing with
Lucy Calkins and Colleagues. She worked for over a decade as a national literacy consultant for the Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project (TCRWP) based at Columbia University. This work has taken her into K-8 classrooms all
over the country to support teachers and administrators with reading workshop, writing workshop, and all aspects of
effective literacy instruction.

To Register: www.cvedcvt.org
Questions? info@cvedcvt.org
Or call: 802-497-1642

Are you a CVEDC Member?
All schools in Addison, Chittenden,
Grand Isle and Franklin Counties
are members.

